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Abstract
Results and tools on discrete interaction networks are often concerned with Boolean variables,
whereas considering more than two levels is sometimes useful. Multivalued networks can be
converted to partial Boolean maps, in a way that preserves the asynchronous dynamics. We
investigate the problem of extending these maps to non-admissible states, i.e. states that do
not have a multivalued counterpart. We observe that attractors are preserved if a stepwise
version of the original function is considered for conversion. Different extensions of the Boolean
conversion affect the structure of the interaction graphs in different ways. A particular technique
for extending the partial Boolean conversion is identified, that ensures that feedback cycles are
preserved. This property, combined with the conservation of the asymptotic behaviour, can prove
useful for the application of results and analyses defined in the Boolean setting to multivalued
networks, and vice versa. As a first application, by considering the conversion of a known
example for the discrete multivalued case, we create a Boolean map showing that the existence
of a cyclic attractor and the absence of fixed points are compatible with the absence of local
negative cycles. We then state a multivalued version of a result connecting mirror states and
local feedback cycles.
1 Introduction
Boolean networks model the dynamics of components taking two possible values, 0 and 1, and have
a wide range of applications, having been used for decades to investigate, for instance, biological
networks [4, 12, 13]. In some cases, discrete models that allow for more than two values are necessary
to capture fundamental properties of the system behaviour [2, 14]. When discrete maps are used
to model biological networks, the asynchronous update scheme is often considered, so that only
the value of one component can change at each iteration. For each state of the system, a local
interaction graph can be associated to the discrete network, which defines how the update rule for
the system depends on the variables. The global interaction graph of the network is then defined
by considering all possible local interactions.
Even though the literature on multivalued networks has been expanding in the last few years
(e.g., [8, 6, 7, 1]), many tools focus on the Boolean setting. To enable a possible application of
these techniques to the more general multivalued case, a mapping of discrete maps to Boolean has
been considered, by defining a Boolean variable for each positive value of each component, thus
embedding multivalued states into a higher dimensional Boolean space [15, 2]. The Boolean maps
obtained are however defined on a subset of the Boolean configurations, whereas results and tools
on Boolean networks usually require maps to be defined on all Boolean states. Here we consider
possible ways of extending the partial Boolean conversions of multivalued maps to the states called
“non-admissible” [2], i.e. Boolean states that do not have a discrete counterpart. We show that,
if the stepwise version of the discrete map is converted, then the attractors of the asynchronous
dynamics are preserved (Propositions 1 and 2). In addition, we identify a particular extension of
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the partial Boolean map that has the following property: the interaction graph of the Boolean
conversion contains a cycle if and only if so does the interaction graph of the original discrete map
(Theorems 1 and 2).
The focus on the preservation of cycles is motivated by the numerous results that have established
how the presence or absence of cycles can determine the possible asymptotic behaviours of Boolean
and discrete networks. If the local interaction graphs do not admit any cycle, then the map has a
unique fixed point, a result due to Shih and Dong [11] for the Boolean case, and later generalised to
the multivalued case by Richard [6]. Versions of the first and second conjectures of R. Thomas [13]
have been proved: the existence of multiple attractors requires the presence of a local positive
cycle [5, 8], whereas cyclic attractors are precluded in absence of negative cycles in the global
interaction graph [5, 7]. The question of whether a local negative cycle is necessary for the existence
of a cyclic attractor has been answered first with a counterexample in the multivalued case by
Richard [7]. Ruet [9] presented alternative proofs and generalisations for the results connecting
attractors and local cycles in the Boolean case, and showed that local negative cycles, if they exist,
might be found away from the cyclic attractors. The first examples of maps with a cyclic attractor
and no local negative cycle in the Boolean case have been exhibited by Ruet [10], for n ≥ 7. Here
we apply the conversion method from multivalued to Boolean to the multivalued counterexample
of Richard, and exhibit a simple example of map on 6 Boolean components having no fixed points
and no local negative cycles (Section 5). An alternative Boolean conversion for the same map
was recently presented by Faure´ and Kaji [3]; a comparison to their conversion method is given in
Section 7. As a second application of the conversion, we give a multivalued version of the result of
Ruet [9] on the existence of local cycles in presence of mirror pairs (Theorem 4).
Finally, in Section 8, we study additional properties of the conversion on the admissible states,
considering in particular other interaction graphs introduced in the literature to investigate multi-
stationarity and oscillations in discrete systems.
2 Background
We consider a system of n interacting components, with the ith component taking values in a finite
interval of integers Xi = {0, . . . ,mi}, and write X =
∏n
i=1Xi. We denote by e
i the element of X
with eii = 1 and e
i
j = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= i, and write B = {0, 1}. For x ∈ B
n and I ⊆ {1, . . . , n},
x¯I will denote the element of Bn with (x¯I)i = 1− xi for i ∈ I and (x¯
I)i = xi for i /∈ I. If I consists
of one element I = {i}, we will write x¯i for x¯{i}. In this work we will consider maps from some
set Y ⊆ X to itself, and call the elements of Y the states of the system. Given f : Y → Y , we will
write fi for the map from Y to Xi defined by fi(x) = xi for x ∈ Y .
The dynamics defined by the iteration of a map f : Y → Y , Y ⊆ X, is called synchronous
dynamics. In application areas such as gene regulatory networks, the graph called asynchronous
dynamics or asynchronous state transition graph ADf is often investigated. This is the graph with
vertex set Y , and edge set {(x, y)|x, y ∈ Y, y = x + sei, s = sign(fi(x) − xi), s 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , n},
where we define sign(a) = 0 for a = 0, and sign(a) = a/|a| for a ∈ Z, a 6= 0.
Of particular interest are the asymptotic behaviours of asynchronous dynamics, and their rela-
tionships to the interaction structure encoded by the map f . A non-empty subset A ⊆ Y is a trap
set for ADf if, for every edge (x, y) ∈ ADf , x ∈ A implies y ∈ A. The minimal trap sets with
respect to the inclusion are called attractors for the asynchronous dynamics. Attractors consisting
of a single state are called stable states or fixed points, and the other attractors are called cyclic.
Definition 1. Given a map f : Y → Y , with Y ⊆ X, the (local) interaction graph of f at x ∈ Y
is the finite labelled directed graph Gf (x) with vertex set {1, . . . , n}, and an edge from j to i, with
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label s = s1(sign(fi(x+ s1e
j)− fi(x)), for s1 ∈ {−1, 1} and x+ s1e
j ∈ Y , whenever s 6= 0. We will
call s, s1 and j the sign, variation and direction of the edge, respectively.
The global interaction graph Gf of f is the graph with vertex set {1, . . . , n} and an edge from
j to i with sign s if, for some x ∈ Y , the graph Gf (x) has an edge from j to i with sign s.
The cycles we consider in this work are all elementary, unless otherwise stated. Cycles of length
1 will be called loops. The sign of a cycle is defined as the product of the signs of its edges. For an
edge (j, i) of sign s in an interaction graph will also use the notations j → i and j
s
−→ i.
In the Boolean case, the asynchronous dynamics ADf uniquely determines the map f ; this is
not the case in the multivalued setting. Given a map f : X → X, we will consider a particular map
f˜ : X → X, called the stepwise map associated to f , defined by
f˜i(x) = xi + sign(fi(x)− xi), for x ∈ X, i = 1, . . . , n.
A map f will be called stepwise if it coincides with its stepwise version f˜ . It is easy to see that f
and f˜ admit the same asynchronous dynamics, and that a stepwise map is uniquely determined by
its asynchronous dynamics.
Maps admitting the same asynchronous dynamics can have different interaction graphs, as shown
in the following example.
Example 1. Consider the map f : {0, 1, 2}2 → {0, 1, 2}2 defined by f(0, 1) = f(0, 2) = (2, 2), and
f(x) = (1, 2) for x 6= (0, 1), x 6= (0, 2). The graph Gf admits a negative loop 1 → 1 and a positive
edge 2 → 1. The stepwise version f˜ of f verifies f˜(0, 0) = f˜(1, 0) = f˜(2, 0) = (1, 1), f˜(x) = (1, 2)
otherwise. Hence the graph G
f˜
consists of a positive loop 2→ 2, and Gf and Gf˜ have no edges in
common.
One can easily verify, however, that if a local interaction graph G
f˜
(x) of the stepwise version
of a map f contains an edge from j to i with sign s, with j 6= i, then the local interaction graph
Gf (x) also contains an edge from j to i, with sign s.
Tools for the analysis of discrete interaction networks often focus on the Boolean case, and
therefore a mapping from multivalued to Boolean dynamics can prove useful. Didier et al. [2]
considered the mapping introduced by Van Ham [15], and showed that it is the only mapping
that can preserve both the interaction structure and the dynamical properties of the system. The
mapping is defined by considering a one-to-one correspondence between the multivalued space X
and a subset of the Boolean space with dimension m =
∑n
i=1mi. For convenience, we will index
the components of Bm using pairs of indices I = {(i, j)|i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,mi}, and set Ii =
{(i, j)|j = 1, . . . ,mi} for i = 1, . . . , n. Define m functions bi,j : X → B as bi,j(x) = χ[j,mi](xi) for
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,mi, where χA is the indicator function of the set A. Then the map
b : X → Bm
x 7→ (b1,1(x), b1,2(x), . . . , b1,m1(x), b2,1(x), . . . , bn,mn(x))
is injective. The image A = b(X) is called the admissible region or the set of admissible states. These
are the states y ∈ Bm such that, if yi,j = 1 for some (i, j) ∈ I, then yi,h = 1 for all h < j. Given a
multivalued discrete dynamics f on X, we call a Boolean conversion of f any map F : Bm → Bm
defined so that the following diagram is commutative:
X X
B
m
B
m
f
b b
F
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Didier et al. [2] study the map f b = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 : A → A, that we call partial Boolean conversion.
They show in particular that b defines an isomorphism between the asynchronous state transition
graph of f and the asynchronous state transition graph of f b, which is defined on the admissible
region [2, Proposition 4]. Many tools and results on Boolean networks, however, can not be applied
directly to the partial Boolean conversion f b. In the following sections we consider the problem of
defining the Boolean map F outside of the admissible region, without disrupting the asymptotic
behaviour and the interaction structure.
3 Preservation of asymptotic behaviour
We want to be able to study a Boolean conversion F of f to derive properties of the multivalued map
f . Ideally, the dynamics of F and f should have the same asymptotic behaviour. The asynchronous
dynamics of F on the admissible states coincides with the asynchronous dynamics of the partial
Boolean conversion f b and is therefore isomorphic to the asynchronous dynamics of f . However,
when the map f b is extended to non-admissible states, the asynchronous dynamics can leave the
admissible region. Consider for instance a map f on X = {0, 1, 2} that sends 0 to 2: any Boolean
conversion F of f verifies F (0, 0) = (1, 1), and the asynchronous dynamics ADF contains a transition
from the state (0, 0) to the admissible state (1, 0), as well as a transition from the state (0, 0) to
the non-admissible state (0, 1). This problem can be avoided by considering the conversion of the
stepwise version of f instead, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let F : Bm → Bm be a Boolean conversion of a stepwise map f : X → X. Then
the set of admissible states A is a trap domain for ADF .
Proof. Let a be an admissible state of Bm. Then a = b(x) for some x ∈ X. Suppose that, for
some indices i, j, with i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, we have Fi,j(a) 6= ai,j, or, in other words,
(a, a¯i,j) is in ADF . We want to prove that a¯
i,j is admissible. We show that a¯i,j = b(x+ ǫei), with
ǫ = sign(fi(x)− xi).
First observe that, since Fi,j(a) 6= ai,j , we have a¯
i,j
i,j = Fi,j(a) = f
b
i,j(a) = bi,j(f(x)) = bi,j(x +
sign(fi(x)− xi)e
i) = bi,j(x+ ǫe
i).
On the other hand, it follows from the definition of b that
b(x+ ei) = b(x) + ei,xi+1 and b(x− ei) = b(x)− ei,xi .
As a consequence, we have that xi = j − 1 if ǫ = +1, and xi = j if ǫ = −1. In both cases we find
a¯i,jk,h = bk,h(x+ ǫe
i) for all (k, h) 6= (i, j).
It follows from the proposition that, if F is a Boolean conversion of the stepwise version of a
map f : X → X, to obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the attractors of ADf and the
attractors of ADF , it is sufficient to ensure that, for each state in B
m \A, there exists a path to the
set of admissible states A. If this additional condition is verified, we call the map F a compatible
conversion of f . The following proposition gives a sufficient condition: if the non-admissible states
are mapped to the admissible, and the map is, in a sense, stepwise also outside of the admissible
region, then F is a compatible conversion of f .
Proposition 2. Consider a multivalued map f : X → X and a Boolean conversion F : Bm → Bm
that satisfies F (x) ∈ A and |
∑mi
j=1 Fi,j(x) −
∑mi
j=1 xi,j| ≤ 1 for all x ∈ B
m and i = 1, . . . , n. Then
for each x ∈ Bm there exists a path from x to A in ADF .
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the Hamming distance d(x,A). If d(x,A) = 0, then x is in
A and there is nothing to prove. If d(x,A) > 0, we show that x admits a successor y ∈ Bm in
the asynchronous dynamics that satisfies d(y,A) = d(x,A) − 1, and the conclusion follows by the
induction hypothesis. Since x is not admissible, there exists a pair of indices i, j such that xi,j = 0
and xi,j+1 = 1. Define j1 = min{1 ≤ j ≤ mi|xi,j = 0}, j2 = max{1 ≤ j ≤ mi|xi,j = 1}. Observe
that, if J ⊆ I is such that x¯J ∈ A, then (i, j1) ∈ J or (i, j2) ∈ J . In addition, since the distance
between
∑mi
j=1 Fi,j(x) and
∑mi
j=1 xi,j is at most 1 and F (x) is admissible, we have Fi,j(x) = 1 for all
j < j1, Fi,j(x) = 0 for all j > j2, and∣∣∣∣∣∣
j2∑
k=j1
(Fi,k(x)− xi,k)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (1)
Consider first the case with Fi,j2(x) = 1, which implies Fi,k(x) = 1 for all k ≤ j2. Using (1), we
find that xi,k = 1 for all j1 < k ≤ j2. Hence, if J is a set of indices in I such that x¯
J ∈ A and
|J | = d(x,A), the cardinality of J ∩ Ii is exactly one, and y = x¯
i,j1 is a successor for x in ADF that
satisfies d(y,A) = d(x,A) − 1.
Suppose now that Fi,j2(x) = 0. If (i, j2) belongs to a set of indices J such that |J | = d(x,A)
and x¯J ∈ A, then x¯i,j2 is a successor for x with d(y,A) = d(x,A) − 1. Otherwise, for any set of
indices J with |J | = d(x,A) and x¯J ∈ A, we must have (i, j1) ∈ J , and, in addition, there must be
an index h with j1 < h < j2 such that xh = 1. Using 1, we find that Fi,j1(x) = 1, and x¯
i,j1 is the
required successor.
4 Preservation of cycles in the interaction graphs
We now move our attention to the interaction structure of f and of its Boolean conversions. We
start by establishing some relationships between the edges in the interaction graphs of f and the
edges in the interaction graphs of f b.
Lemma 1. Consider f : X → X and x ∈ X. If the graph Gf (x) contains an edge from j to i with
sign s, variation s1 and direction j, then the graph Gfb(b(x)) contains edges with sign s from the ver-
tex (j, xj+
s1+1
2 ) ∈ Ij to vertices (i, k
′) ∈ Ii, for all k
′ ∈
]
min {fi(x), fi(x+ s1e
j)},max {fi(x), fi(x+ s1e
j)}
]
.
Proof. Suppose that s = s1sign(fi(x + s1e
j) − fi(x)) for some s, s1 ∈ {−1, 1}, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
First observe that, if x and x + s1e
j are in X, and y = b(x), then y + s1e
j,k = b(x + s1e
j), with
k = xj +
s1+1
2 .
Take k = xj +
s1+1
2 , and k
′ ∈
]
min {fi(x), fi(x+ s1e
j)},max {fi(x), fi(x+ s1e
j)}
]
. We have
s1s = sign(fi(x+ s1e
j)− fi(x))
= sign(bi,k′(f(x+ s1e
j))− bi,k′(f(x))) = sign(f
b
i,k′(y + s1e
j,k)− f bi,k′(y)),
as required.
Lemma 2. Consider f : X → X and x ∈ X. If the graph Gfb(b(x)) contains an edge from a vertex
in Ij to a vertex in Ii with sign s, with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then the graph Gf (x) contains an edge
from j to i with sign s.
Proof. Suppose that y = b(x) for some x ∈ X, and that Gfb(y) contains an edge from j, k to i, k
′
with variation s1. Then the state y + s1e
j,k is admissible, and y + s1e
j,k = b(x + s1e
j). We can
therefore write
f bi,k′(y + s1e
j,k)− f bi,k′(y) = bi,k′(f(x+ s1e
j))− bi,k′(f(x)),
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x ∈ X f(x)
0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 2 1
2 0 1 1
2 1 2 1
1 2+
+
+
(a)
y ∈ Bm F (y)
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1,1 2,1
1,2
+
+
+
(b)
Figure 1: (a): Multivalued map on X = {0, 1, 2} × {0, 1} with interaction graph admitting a local
positive cycle. (b): Compatible conversion F of f , with interaction graph that does not admit any
cycle.
and
s = s1sign(f
b
i,k′(y + s1e
j,k)− f bi,k′(y)) = s1sign(bi,k′(f(x+ s1e
j))− bi,k′(f(x))).
This implies s = s1sign(fi(x+ s1e
j)− fi(x)) as required.
The lemmas show that every interaction associated to f has at least one counterpart in Gfb , and
that each interaction in Gfb derives from some interaction in Gf . When considering the interaction
graphs of extensions F of the partial Boolean conversion f b, the last property does not hold in
general, even for maps that are compatible conversions of f . Consider for instance the stepwise
multivalued map f : {0, 1, 2} → {0, 1, 2} defined by f(0) = f(1) = 0, f(2) = 1. We can define a
compatible conversion F : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}2 by setting F (0, 0) = F (1, 0) = (0, 0), F (1, 1) = (1, 0)
and, for instance, F (0, 1) = (1, 1). The interaction graph Gf has only a positive edge 1→ 1, whereas
the graph GF admits also a negative interaction (1, 1)→ (1, 2).
In the following, we describe a construction that allows to derive a version of Lemma 2 for a
Boolean conversion. The existence of a cycle in the interaction graph of a multivalued map does
not imply, in general, the existence of a cycle in the interaction graph of a compatible conversion
(see the example in Figure 1). We will prove this property for the particular Boolean conversion
presented here.
Consider the function ψ : Bm → A defined as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . ,mi,
set
ψi,j(y1,1, . . . , y1,m1 , y2,1, . . . , yn,mn) = χ[j,mi]
(
mi∑
k=1
yi,k
)
. (2)
The map ψ sends a state y to the admissible state z such that
∑mi
j=1 yi,j =
∑mi
j=1 zi,j for each
i = 1, . . . , n. For example, taking n = 3, m1 = 3, m2 = m3 = 2, and y = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1) ∈ {0, 1}
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we have ψ(y) = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), i.e. ψ(y) is the image under b of the state (2, 1, 1).
Given a map f : X → X, consider the Boolean map on Bm defined by
F = f b ◦ ψ = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 ◦ ψ.
If f is stepwise, then F verifies the hypotheses of propositions 1 and 2 and is therefore a compatible
conversion of f .
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Lemma 3. Consider a Boolean conversion F of a map f : X → X. Suppose that the graph Gfb(x)
at x ∈ A admits an edge (j, k)→ (i, h) of sign s. Let y ∈ Bm be such that ψ(y) = x, and yj,t = xj,k
for some t ∈ {1, . . . ,mj}. Then the graph GF (y) admits an edge from (j, t) to (i, h) of sign s.
Proof. Given x ∈ A, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and k, t ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, any state y ∈ B
m with ψ(y) = x and
such that yj,t = xj,k verifies ψ(y
j,t) = x¯j,k. Therefore we have that
Fi,h(y¯
j,t)− Fi,h(y)
y¯j,tj,t − yj,t
=
f bi,h(ψ(y¯
j,t))− f bi,h(ψ(y))
y¯j,tj,t − yj,t
=
f bi,h(x¯
j,k)− f bi,h(x)
x¯j,kj,k − xj,k
.
Notice that, for each x ∈ Bm, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and k, t ∈ {1, . . . ,mj}, we can always find a state
y ∈ Bm with yj,t = xj,k and ψ(y) = ψ(x), by setting yj,t = xj,k, yj.k = xj,t, and yi,h = xi,h for any
other pair of indices.
We are now ready to show that, if the interaction graph of the original multivalued map f
has a cycle, then a corresponding cycle appears in the interaction graph of the Boolean conversion
F = f b ◦ ψ.
Theorem 1. Consider a map f : X → X, and define F = f b ◦ ψ : Bm → Bm.
(i) If, for some x ∈ X, the graph Gf (x) admits a positive (resp. negative) cycle, then there exists
y ∈ Bm with ψ(y) = b(x) such that GF (y) admits a positive (resp. negative) cycle.
(ii) If the global interaction graph of f admits a positive (resp. negative) cycle, then the global
interaction graph of F admits a positive (resp. negative) cycle.
Proof. Consider the case of a local cycle i1
s1−→ i2 → · · · → ik
sk−→ i1 at Gf (x), x ∈ X. By Lemma 1,
the graph Gfb(b(x)) admits edges
(i1, h1)
s1−→ (i2, j2), (i2, h2)
s2−→ (i3, j3), . . . , (ik−1, hk−1)
sk−1
−−−→ (ik, jk), (ik, hk)
sk−→ (i1, j1).
Take y ∈ Bm such that ψ(y) = b(x) and yi1,j1 = b(x)i1,h1 ,. . . ,yik,jk = b(x)ik ,hk . By Lemma 3 the
graph GF (y) contains the cycle
(i1, j1)
s1−→ (i2, j2)
s2−→ (i3, j3)→ · · · → (ik−1, jk−1)
sk−1
−−−→ (ik, jk)
sk−→ (i1, j1).
The proof for the case of a cycle in the global interaction graph proceeds similarly.
If a local interaction graph of the multivalued map contains a cycle, the interaction graph at the
corresponding admissible state does not necessarily contain a cycle; however, a local graph at a state
mapped to the admissible state by ψ contains a cycle. This means that cycles in the multivalued
map might not have a corresponding cycle in the graph of f b, but do have a corresponding cycle
in the interaction graph of F . For example, for the map in Figure 1a, for F = f b ◦ ψ we have
F (0, 1, 0) = (1, 0, 1) and F (0, 1, 1) = (1, 1, 1); the loop (1, 2)→ (1, 2) is contained in GF (0, 0, 1) and
GF (0, 1, 1), and the cycle (1, 2)→ (2, 1)→ (1, 2) is in GF (0, 1, 0) and GF (0, 1, 1).
Finally, we show that a cycle in GF corresponds to some cycle in Gf .
Lemma 4. Consider a Boolean conversion F of a map f : X → X. For each x ∈ Bm, if the
graph GF (x) contains an edge from a vertex in Ij to a vertex (i, h) ∈ Ii with sign s, then the graph
Gfb(ψ(x)) contains an edge from some vertex in Ij to the vertex (i, h), with sign s.
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Proof. Consider a state x ∈ Bm, and indices (i, h) ∈ Ii and (j, k) ∈ Ij. Then we have
F (x¯j,k)− F (x) = f b(ψ(x¯j,k))− f b(ψ(x)).
It is easy to see that there exists a unique k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,mj} such that ψ(x¯
j,k) = ψ(x)
j,k′
, and xj,k = 0
if and only if ψ(x)j,k′ = 0. We can therefore write
Fi,h(x¯
j,k)− Fi,h(x)
x¯j,kj,k − xj,k
=
f bi,h(ψ(x)
j,k′
)− f bi,h(ψ(x))
ψ(x)
j,k′
j,k′ − ψ(x)j,k′
·
ψ(x)
j,k′
j,k′ − ψ(x)j,k′
x¯j,kj,k − xj,k
=
f bi,h(ψ(x)
j,k′
)− f bi,h(ψ(x))
ψ(x)
j,k′
j,k′ − ψ(x)j,k′
,
which concludes the proof.
Theorem 2. Consider a map f : X → X, and define F = f b ◦ ψ : Bm → Bm.
(i) If, for some y ∈ Bm, the graph GF (y) contains a cycle, then the interaction graph Gf (x)
contains a cycle, where x = b−1(ψ(y)). If the cycle in GF (y) is negative, then Gf (x) contains
a negative cycle.
(ii) If the global interaction graph of F contains a cycle, then the global interaction graph of f
contains a cycle. If the cycle in GF is negative, then Gf contains a negative cycle.
Proof. If (i1, h1)
s1−→ · · ·
sk−1
−−−→ (ik, hk)
sk−→ (i1, h1) is a cycle in GF (y) for some state y ∈ B
m, then
by Lemma 4 the graph Gfb(ψ(y)) contains edges
(i1, h
′
1)
s1−→ (i2, h2), (i2, h
′
2)
s2−→ (i3, h3), . . . , (ik, h
′
k)
sk−→ (i1, h1).
From Lemma 2, we find that the graph Gf (x) with x = b
−1(ψ(y)) contains the path
i1
s1−→ i2
s2−→ · · ·
sk−1
−−−→ ik
sk−→ i1.
The proof for the second part is similar.
The conclusion on the sign of the cycle does not hold for positive cycles: a (local) positive cycle
in GF could correspond to a (local) non-elementary positive cycle in Gf , as in the following example.
Example 2. Consider the multivalued map with n = 3, m1 = m3 = 1, m2 = 2 defined as follows:
f(0, 2, 0) = f(1, 2, 0) = (0, 1, 0), f(0, 2, 1) = f(1, 1, 0) = (1, 1, 0), f(1, 0, 0) = f(1, 0, 1) = (1, 1, 1),
f(1, 1, 1) = f(1, 2, 1) = (1, 2, 0), and f(x) = (1, 0, 0) otherwise. It can be verified that the local
interaction graphs of f do not admit positive cycles that involve more than one variable. The local
interaction graph at (1, 1, 0) consists of two negative cycles, with vertex 2 in common:
1 2 3
+ −
− +
(3)
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In the conversion, two variables are introduced to represent the second component. The interaction
graphs GF (1, 1, 0, 0) and GF (1, 0, 1, 0) are respectively
2,1
1,1 3,1
2,2
−+
+−
and
2,1
1,1 3,1
2,2
−
+
+
−
The interaction graph at (1, 1, 0, 0) consists therefore of a positive cycle that involves all four vari-
ables, and corresponds to a non-elementary cycle found at Gf (1, 1, 0) as the composition of the two
negative cycles in (3). Two negative cycles corresponding to the two cycles in Gf (1, 1, 0) appear
instead in GF (1, 0, 1, 0).
Notice that one can consider the Boolean conversion F = f b ◦ ψ for maps f that are not
stepwise, obtaining the preservation of the interaction cycles, but not necessarily the preservation
of the attractors.
Example 3. Consider the non-stepwise map f on {0, 1, 2}2 defined by f(1, 1) = (1, 2), f(1, 2) = (2, 0),
f(2, 2) = (0, 2) and f(x) = (0, 0) otherwise. The asynchronous state transition graphs for f and
the Boolean conversion defined by F = f b ◦ ψ are as follows:
02 12 22
01 11 21
00 10 20
1011 00 00 1111
1001 00 1101 00
0011 00 0111 00
0001 0101 00 00
0010 00 0110 00
0000 0100 00 00
1010 00 00 1110
1000 00 1100 00
The multivalued asynchronous dynamics has two attractors, given by the sets {(0, 0)} and
{(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}. In the Boolean conversion, only the fixed point remains, since the asynchronous
dynamics contains a path from (1, 1, 1, 1) to (0, 0, 0, 0) through non-admissible states. Since f has
two attractors, a local interaction graph of f contains a cycle of positive sign [8] and, by Theorem 1,
a local positive cycle also appears in the interaction graph of F .
5 First application: a Boolean map with a cyclic attractor and no
local negative cycles for n = 6
In [7], Richard presented an example of discrete multivalued map with a unique cyclic attractor and
no negative cycles in the local interaction graphs. In this section we present a Boolean conversion of
this map which demonstrates that the absence of local negative cycles does not imply the existence
of a fixed point or the absence of cyclic attractors, for Boolean networks with n ≥ 6. An alternative
conversion of the same counterexample can be found in [3]; in Section 7 we compare the two
approaches.
First, to create a Boolean conversion of Richard’s example with a unique cyclic attractor, we
can take the stepwise version f , which is given in Figure 2a. Since taking the stepwise version can
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03 13 23 33
02 12 22 32
01 11 21 31
00 10 20 30
(a)
Gf (1, 1), Gf (2, 2) : 1 2
Gf (1, 2), Gf (2, 1) : 1 2
Gf (1, 0), Gf (2, 3) : 1 2
Gf (0, 2), Gf (3, 1) : 1 2
Gf (0, 0), Gf (0, 1), Gf (3, 2), Gf (3, 3) : 1 2
Gf (0, 3), Gf (1, 3), Gf (2, 0), Gf (3, 0) : 1 2
+
−
+
+ +
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
+
(b)
Figure 2: (a): Asynchronous state transition graph for the stepwise version f : {0, 1, 2, 3}2 →
{0, 1, 2, 3}2 of a map with one cyclic attractor (Example 6 in [7]). (b): Local interaction graphs of
f .
alter the interaction graphs, we check that the local interaction graphs of f do not contain any
negative loop (the graphs are given in Figure 2b).
We then consider the Boolean conversion F = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 ◦ψ of f , as described in Section 4. For
instance, the non-admissible state (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) is mapped to the image under b ◦ f ◦ b−1 of the
corresponding admissible state ψ(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0), i.e. to (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1).
Since F is a compatible conversion of f (see the end of Section 3), the attractors of ADF are
isomorphic to the attractors of ADf , and therefore the dynamics has one attractor, which is the
image under b of of the attractive cycle of f (Figure 3a). By application of Theorem 2, we find that
the local interaction graphs of F have no negative cycles. The global interaction graph for F takes
the form given in Figure 3b.
6 Second application: mirror states and local cycles
To introduce this additional application, we need some new definitions. For x, y ∈ X, we write
I(x, y) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | xi 6= yi}. Given a map f : Y → Y , Y ⊆ X, we call a pair of distinct
states x, y ∈ Y a mirror pair for f if
fi(x) ≤ xi, yi ≤ fi(y) or fi(y) ≤ xi, yi ≤ fi(x) for all i ∈ I(x, y).
In the Boolean case, the condition reduces to fi(x) 6= fi(y) for all i ∈ I(x, y).
Ruet [9] proved that, if a mirror pair exists for a Boolean map f , then two local interaction
graphs of f contain a cycle.
Theorem 3. ([9, Theorem 5.1]) If f : Bm → Bm admits a mirror pair, then there exist two different
states x, y ∈ Bm such that Gf (x) and Gf (y) contain a cycle, and x, y is a mirror pair for f .
Lemma 5. The pair x, y ∈ X is a mirror pair for f : X → X if and only if b(x), b(y) is a mirror
pair for f b = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 : A→ A.
Proof. Suppose that x, y is a mirror pair for f , and take (i, j) ∈ I(b(x), b(y)). Then i ∈ I(x, y), and
we can assume xi < yi. In this case, bi,j(x) 6= bi,j(y) implies xi < j ≤ yi, and either fi(x) ≤ xi <
10
000111 100111 110111 111111
000110 100110 110110 111110
000100 100100 110100 111100
000000 100000 110000 111000
(a)
1,1 2,1
1,2 2,2
1,3 2,3
(b)
Figure 3: (a): Asynchronous state transition graph on the admissible states for the Boolean con-
version F = f b ◦ ψ for the map in Figure 2. (b): Global interaction graph of F (negative edges are
dashed).
j ≤ yi ≤ fi(y) or fi(y) ≤ xi < j ≤ yi ≤ fi(x). In both cases, we have f
b
i,j(b(x)) 6= f
b
i,j(b(y)) as
required.
Conversely, suppose that b(x), b(y) is a mirror pair for f b, and take i ∈ I(x, y). We can assume
again that xi < yi. For any j such that xi < j ≤ yi we have f
b
i,j(b(x)) 6= f
b
i,j(b(y)), which means
that either fi(x) < j and fi(y) ≥ j or fi(y) < j and fi(x) ≥ j. Taking j = xi + 1 and j = yi we
find fi(x) ≤ xi < yi and fi(y) ≥ yi > xi or fi(y) ≤ xi < yi and fi(x) ≥ yi > xi.
A mirror pair for f b is also a mirror pair for any Boolean conversion F , since F coincides with
f b on the admissible states A. Using the conversion introduced in Section 4, we can now prove a
multivalued version of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. If f : X → X admits a mirror pair, then there exist two different states x, y ∈ X such
that Gf (x) and Gf (y) contain a cycle.
Proof. If f admits a mirror pair, then by Lemma 5 the map F = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 ◦ ψ : Bm → Bm admits
a mirror pair. Theorem 3 then gives the existence of two states x′ 6= y′ ∈ Bm such that GF (x
′) and
GF (y
′) contain a cycle. Taking x = b−1(ψ(x′)) and y = b−1(ψ(y′)), by Theorem 2, we find that the
graphs Gf (x) and Gf (y) contain a cycle. In addition, since x
′, y′ is a mirror pair, F (x′) 6= F (y′)
and we have that ψ(x′) 6= ψ(y′). Therefore x and y are distinct.
We conjecture that, as for the Boolean case, under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, there exists a
mirror pair x, y ∈ X such that Gf (x) and Gf (y) contain a cycle (this is a consequence of Lemma 5
when the mirror pair x′, y′ of the proof of Theorem 4 can be taken in the set of admissible states
A).
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0 1 2
(a)
01 11
00 10
(b)
01 11
00 10
(c)
Figure 4: (a): Asynchronous dynamics of the map f : {0, 1, 2} → {0, 1, 2} defined by f(x) = 2− x.
(b): Asynchronous dynamics of the conversion F = b ◦ f˜ ◦ b−1 ◦ ψ of the stepwise version f˜ of f .
(c) Asynchronous dynamics of B(f).
7 Comparison with the mapping of Faure´ and Kaji
Recently Faure´ and Kaji [3] proposed an alternative Boolean conversion of multivalued dynamics.
Write ψ∗ = b−1 ◦ ψ, then the binarisation B(f) : Bm → Bm of a map f : X → X is defined as
B(f)i,j(x) =


0 if fi(ψ
∗(x)) < ψ∗i (x),
xi,j if fi(ψ
∗(x)) = ψ∗i (x),
1 if fi(ψ
∗(x)) > ψ∗i (x).
For comparison, the conversion introduced in Section 4 writes as F = b ◦ f ◦ ψ∗. Properties of the
binarisation are studied in [3] for maps that are asymptotic. The asymptotic version fˆ : X → X of
f is defined as follows:
fˆi(x) =


0 if fi(x) < xi,
xi if fi(x) = xi,
mi if fi(x) > xi,
and a map f is called asymptotic if it coincides with its asymptotic version. The interaction graphs
of the asymptotic and stepwise version of a map f can differ in terms of loops, but they otherwise
coincide.
The binarisation defines a bijection from the set of asymptotic maps on X to maps on Bm that
are symmetric with respect to the permutations of the components that correspond to the same
multivalued variable: if σi is a permutation of {1, . . . ,mi}, for i = 1, . . . , n, then the binarisation of
f satisfies B(f)i,j(x) = B(f)i,σi(j)(x1,σ−1
1
(1), x1,σ−1
1
(2), . . . , xn,σ−1n (mn)). This symmetry property does
not hold for the conversion presented in this work (consider for instance the map in Figure 4).
Asymptotic behaviour. For a compatible conversion F of f , the attractors of the asynchronous
dynamics are in one-to-one correspondence with the attractors of f . In contrast, the attractors
of the binarisation B(f) of an asymptotic function f map surjectively onto the attractors of ADf .
The dynamics ADB(f) admits a fixed point if and only if ADf admits a fixed point, and it admits
a cyclic attractor if and only if ADf admits a cyclic attractor. Consider for instance the map on
{0, 1, 2} defined by f(x) = 2 − x, whose asynchronous state transition state transition graph is
represented in Figure 4: the compatible conversion F = f b ◦ ψ has one fixed point (1, 0), whereas
the binarisation B(f) admits two symmetric fixed points (1, 0) and (0, 1).
Interaction graphs. To an edge i → j in the interaction graph Gf (x) corresponds an edge
(i, i′) → (j, j′) of the same sign in GB(f)(y), for all y ∈ B
m with x = ψ∗(y). Conversely, an edge
(i, i′) → (j, j′) in GB(f)(y) corresponds to an edge i → j of the same sign in Gf (ψ
∗(y)). As a
consequence, a cycle in a local interaction graph exists for B(f) only if it exists for the asymptotic
multivalued map f . Since the asymptotic version of the map of Richard’s counterexample considered
in Section 5 does not admit any local negative cycle, the binarisation of the counterexample has the
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x ∈ X f(x)
0 0 0 1
0 1 2 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1
2 0 0 0
2 1 0 0
(a)
1 2
−
+
(b)
1,1
2,1
1,2
−
+
(c)
1,1
2,1
1,2
+
−
(d)
1,1
2,1
1,2
−
+
(e)
1,1
2,1
1,2
+
−
(f)
Figure 5: (a): Asymptotic map f : {0, 1, 2}×{0, 1} → {0, 1, 2}×{0, 1}. (b): Local interaction graph
of f at (1, 0). (c) and (d): Local interaction graphs of B(f) at (0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0). (e) and (f):
Local interaction graphs of F = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 ◦ ψ at (0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0).
same property. In addition, all the attractors of the binarisation are cyclic. In fact, the binarisation
has only one attractor, which has 28 vertices and is not a cycle.
Another difference between the two conversion methods is in the preservation of the local cycles
in the interaction graph of f : cycles in Gf (x) do not always have a correspondence in the interaction
graphs GB(f)(y) with x = ψ
∗(y). This property of the binarisation might be used to identify some
cycles that are not relevant for the asymptotic behaviour, since these are “lost” in the conversion.
For example, consider the local interaction graph Gf (1, 0) of the map f in Figure 5, which consists
of a cycle. The local interaction graphs of B(f) at (0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0) are symmetric and do not
admit any cycle, whereas the interaction graph of the conversion F = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 ◦ ψ admits a cycle
at (0, 1, 0).
8 Other interaction graphs and cycles in the admissible region
In this section, we study the interaction structure of the partial Boolean conversion f b = b◦f ◦b−1 of
a multivalued map f . In particular, we find versions of the first and second conjecture of Thomas [13]
for f b.
In Section 4, we showed how the existence of a cycle in the interaction graphs of f does not
imply the existence of a cycle in the interaction graphs of f b (see Figure 1). We consider now a
more restrictive definition of interaction graph for f , introduced in [8], and show that cycles in these
graphs have a correspondence in the interaction graphs of f b.
Definition 2. The non-usual local interaction graph G˜f (x, y) of the map f : X → X at a state
x ∈ X with variations in direction of y is the graph with vertex set {1, . . . , n}, and an edge from a
vertex j to a vertex i of sign s, with i, j ∈ I(x, y), whenever x + ǫje
j ∈ X and s = ǫjsign(fi(x +
ǫje
j)− fi(x)) 6= 0, with ǫk = sign(yk − xk) for all k ∈ I(x, y), and, in addition,
min {fi(x), fi(x+ ǫje
j)} < xi +
ǫi
2
< max {fi(x), fi(x+ ǫje
j)}.
Any non-usual local interaction graph at a state x ∈ X is clearly a subgraph of Gf (x). Given
an edge in Gf (x) from j to i with sign s and variation s1, and a state y with ǫj = yj − xj = s1,
yi−xi = ǫi, the graph G˜f (x, y) contains an edge from j to i with sign s only if fi(x) and fi(x+ ǫje
j)
are on different sides of x + ǫi2 . Intuitively, an edge j → i of the (standard) interaction graph is
discarded if moving from x to x + ǫje
j does not alter the direction of change that fi imposes on
component i.
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For instance, consider the example in Figure 1. To find the local interaction graph Gf (x) at
x = (1, 0) we compare f(1, 0) = (1, 1) to f(x− e1) = f(0, 0) = (1, 0) finding a positive edge 1→ 2,
to f(x+e1) = f(2, 0) = (1, 1) finding no edges, and to f(x+e2) = f(1, 1) = (2, 1), finding a positive
edge 2 → 1. Consider now the state y = (x1 − 1, x2 + 1) = (0, 1), so that ǫ1 = −1 and ǫ2 = +1.
Since f2(x) = 1 and f2(x+ ǫ1e
1) = f2(0, 0) = 0 are on different sides of x2+
ǫ2
2 =
1
2 , the edge 1→ 2
is in G˜f (x, y). We have on the other hand that f1(x) = 1 and f1(x + ǫ2e
2) = f1(1, 1) = 2, which
are on the same side of x1 +
ǫ1
2 =
1
2 , hence the edge 1→ 2 is not in G˜f (x, y). In fact, the non-usual
interaction graphs of f do not contain any cycle.
Lemma 6. Consider f : X → X and x, y ∈ X. If the non-usual interaction graph G˜f (x, y) at x
with variations in the direction of y contains an edge from j to i of sign s, and ǫk = sign(yk − xk)
for k ∈ I(x, y), then the graph Gfb(b(x)) contains an edge from (j, xj +
ǫj+1
2 ) to (i, xi +
ǫi+1
2 ), with
sign s.
Proof. If the non-usual local interaction graph G˜f (x, y) at x contains an edge from j to i, we have,
by definition of non-usual interaction graph,
min {fi(x), fi(x+ ǫje
j)} < xi +
ǫi
2
< max {fi(x), fi(x+ ǫje
j)},
which gives
min {fi(x), fi(x+ ǫje
j)} < xi +
ǫi + 1
2
≤ max {fi(x), fi(x+ ǫje
j)}.
The conclusion follows from Lemma 1.
Proposition 3. If the non-usual interaction graph G˜f (x, y) of the map f : X → X at a state x ∈ X
with variations in direction of y admits a cycle of sign s, then the graph Gfb(b(x)) admits a cycle
of sign s.
Proof. Let i1 → · · · → ik−1 → ik = i1 be a cycle in G˜f (x, y), with edge signs s1, . . . , sk−1, and
take ǫk = sign(yk − xk), k ∈ I(x, y). By Lemma 6, the graph Gfb(b(x)) contains an edge from
(ih, xh +
ǫh+1
2 ) to (ih+1, xh+1 +
ǫh+1+1
2 ) with sign sh, for all h = 1, . . . , k − 1, which concludes the
proof.
Non-usual interaction graphs are used in [6] to prove a discrete analogue of the Jacobian con-
jecture, and in [8] to prove a version of the first conjecture of Thomas. We can use these theorems
to prove analogous results for f b.
Theorem 5. ([6, Theorem 1]) If a map f : X → X is such that G˜f (x, y) has no cycles for all
x, y ∈ X, then f has a unique fixed point.
Theorem 6. ([8, Corollary 1]) If a map f : X → X is such that ADf admits two distinct attractors,
then there exists a state x ∈ X such that G˜f (x, y) has a positive cycle for some y ∈ X.
Theorem 7. Given f : X → X, suppose that the graph Gfb(x) does not have any cycle for all
x ∈ Bm. Then f b has a unique fixed point.
Proof. If the graphs Gfb(x), x ∈ B
m, admit no cycle, then by Proposition 3, the graphs G˜f (x
′, y′)
do not have any cycle, for all x′, y′ ∈ X. The conclusion follows from Theorem 5.
Theorem 8. Suppose that the asynchronous dynamics of a map f : X → X admits two distinct
attractors. Then there exists x ∈ A such that the graph Gfb(x) admits a positive cycle.
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Proof. By Theorem 6, there exist states x, y ∈ X such that G˜f (x, y) has a positive cycle, and by
Proposition 3, the graph Gfb(b(x)) admits a positive cycle.
From the last theorem we can also derive some conclusions on Boolean maps. Suppose that
A is a subset of Bm that can be interpreted as the admissible region for some multivalued space
X. If the restriction of the asynchronous dynamics to A admits multiple attractors, then a local
interaction graph must contain a positive cycle (see for instance the Boolean map in Example 3).
To discuss a version of the second conjecture of Thomas for the partial Boolean conversion f b of
a map f : X → X, we introduce other definitions. For each i = 1, . . . , n, define a map F i : X → X
by setting
F i(x) = x+ sign(fi(x)− xi)e
i
for all x ∈ X. That is, F i(x) coincides with x except on component i, where it coincides with the
stepwise version of f . The following definition of interaction graph was introduced in [7], where it
is used to prove a multivalued version of the second conjecture of Thomas.
Definition 3. ([7, Definition 5]) Given f : X → X and x ∈ X, Gf (x) is the graph with vertex set
{1, . . . , n} that contains an edge from j to i of sign s if
(i) sign(fi(x)− xi) 6= sign(fi(F
j(x)) − F ji (x)) and
(ii) s = sign(fj(x)− xj)sign(fi(F
j(x))− F ji (x)) 6= 0.
Remark 1. Notice that, as a consequence of point (ii) of Definition 3, the graph Gf (x) contains
edges of Gf (x) that are calculated for directions j such that fj(x) 6= xj , i.e. such that (x, x− e
j) or
(x, x+ ej) is a transition in the asynchronous dynamics of f .
Given A ⊆ X, we write Gf (A) for the graph with vertex set {1, . . . , n} and an edge from j to i
with sign s if, for some x ∈ A, the graph Gf (x) has an edge from j to i with sign s.
Theorem 9. ([7, Theorem 2]) If the asynchronous dynamics of f : X → X has a cyclic attractor
A, then the graph Gf (A) admits a negative cycle.
Lemma 7. Given f : X → X, for all x ∈ X, Gf (x) is a subgraph of Gf (x).
Proof. Let j → i be an edge of Gf (x) of sign s. Then from point (ii) of Definition 3 we have that
fj(x) 6= xj and fi(F
j(x)) 6= F ji (x). Therefore we can write fj(x)−xj = s1k1, F
j(x) = x+ s1e
j and
fi(F
j(x))− F ji (x) = s2k2, with k1, k2 > 0, s1, s2 ∈ {−1,+1} and s = s1s2.
Moreover, from (i), we find that fi(x) − xi = −s2h2 for some h2 ≥ 0. To conclude that Gf (x)
admits an edge from j to i of sign s, we show that sign(fi(x+ s1e
j)− fi(x)) = s2.
If i 6= j, we have F ji (x) = xi and we can write
fi(x+ s1e
j)− fi(x) = fi(x+ s1e
j)− F ji (x) + xi − fi(x) = s2(k2 + h2).
If instead i = j, then necessarily s2 = −s1 and h2 > 0, and
fi(x+ s1e
j)− fi(x) = fi(x+ s1e
j)− F ji (x) + xi + s1 − fi(x)
= s2(k2 + h2) + s1 = s2(k2 + h2 − 1) 6= 0,
which concludes the proof.
Theorem 10. Consider a map f : X → X, and suppose that ADf admits a cyclic attractor A.
Then the graph Gfb(b(A)) admits a negative cycle.
Proof. Consider a compatible conversion F of f . Then b(A) is an attractor for ADF and, by
Theorem 9, GF (b(A)) admits a negative cycle. As a consequence of Remark 1 and Lemma 7, the
cycle is contained in Gfb(b(A)).
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9 Conclusion
We presented a method for converting multivalued asynchronous dynamics to Boolean maps that
preserves the asymptotic behaviour and the interaction structure. As opposed to the conversion
technique of Faure´ and Kaji [3], for a multivalued map f , we focused on extending the partial
Boolean conversion f 7→ f b = b ◦ f ◦ b−1 obtained using a natural embedding of multivalued
states into Boolean states, introduced and studied in [15, 2], to find a one-to-one mapping between
attractors of the multivalued and Boolean asynchronous dynamics. Using the conversion, we were
able to construct a 6-dimensional Boolean map with an attractive cycle, no fixed points and no local
negative cycles 5, and we showed that multivalued maps with mirror states have local cycles 6.
In the last part of the work, we looked more closely at the interaction graphs of the map
f b, that can be defined without considering an explicit extension to the non-admissible states,
and observed that results connecting cycles and asymptotic behaviour still hold for these smaller
graphs. The analysis demonstrates how observations on multivalued dynamics can translate into
results on restrictions of Boolean maps to admissible regions, and, conversely, statements on Boolean
interaction networks that hold on subregions that are embeddings of multivalued spaces can be
sometimes transported to the multivalued case.
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